INTRODUCTION
Among the few early Hakka written corpora that may be used for linguistic (including grammatical) studies, Bibles and other religious works translated by Protestant missionaries of the Basel Evangelical Missionary Society stand out as very valuable material. This paper gives an outline of this material and its background so as to allow those interested in Hakka studies an easier access to these corpora, which include Bibles and schoolbooks (some in romanized Hakka and others in Chinese character), as well as dictionaries and a grammarbook. We describe mainly the early documents (second half of the 19th century-beginning of the 20th).
From a sociolinguistic point of view, the process leading to the development of a Hakka written language, first romanized then in Chinese character, is also quite enlightening (especially considering that Hakka is not written any longer).
The Basel Mission Society (Missionsstrasse 21, CH -4003
Basel, Switzerland) holds two collections containing Bibles, one being a collection of several hundreds of Bibles in many languages "Bibel-Sammlung", of which a provisional catalogue is available but which includes only a few editions of Hakka Bibles. The other is the Chinese Collection, (formerly "Archivbiicherei -Chinesische Sprachen", now "Betriebs Dokumentation"), which includes most of the Chinese Bibles held by this Mission, as well as other works in and on Chinese. An old catalogue (partly typed, partly handwritten) does exist for the latter collection, but the list is not chronological and is sometimes difficult to use, as it gives exclusively the German title of the books, but neither the Chinese characters nor the titles in the romanized Lepsius script, whereas the books themselves usually bear only the latter.1 1 A tentative list of the Hakka Bibles and the other documents written in colloquial Hakka kept in the Basel Mission Library is available on the CLAO website (http://www.ehess.fr/centres/crlao/crlao. html). Our tentative list includes the Hakka Bibles and the religious and educational publications held by the Basel Mission Library, in chronological order (religious works posterior to 1920 have been omitted except for Bibles). We also listed a monthly review in Lepsius script Section 1. gives the historical background of this material, section 2. investigates some of its linguistic features, section 3. introduces the reader to the Lepsius script used for the romanized transcription, and the appendix provides her/him with a few biographical sketches of the people involved in the writing, translation and editing of this material.
THE TRANSLATION AND EDITION OF HAKKA BIBLES

From Romanized versions to Bibles in Chinese character
The first translation of St. Matthew's Gospel into Hakka by Lechler in 1860 may be counted as one of the earliest translations of a portion of the Bible into vernacular Chinese, along with Shanghai (Medhurst 1847), Fuzhou (1852), Amoy (1852), Nanjing Mandarin (1854), Ningbo (1861), or Northern Mandarin (1864). A clear and dependable account of the translation process of the Hakka Bibles is given by Marshall Broomhall (1907, The Bible in China, pp. 393-95): published in Hong Kong in the 188O's, that did not appear in the original list of the Basel Mission Library. A list of Hakka Bibles published by other Christian missionary societies is given in appendix. However, material kept in the Archives is not included, but some manuscript dictionaries I had the opportunity to consult are mentioned in together with other Hakka dictionaries. Beside this, there are in the Archives some other Hakka material, for instance a manuscript text described in Hashimoto (1971) called Fenzhuang-louzhuan baihua ШШШШ ÉJ Is-Another manuscript held in the Basel Mission Library, Zhonghua jiu Hsu ^ЩЩШШ [Old Manner and Customs of China], (by Zhang Zuji ЗМШИ. 4 vols., Hakka written in Chinese characters, 1929 -1934 , was microfilmed and published in Japan by Pr. Hashimoto, who wrote an introduction both in English and in Japanese to the 1984 edition of the text (first published by Kenbun Shuppan , Tokyo, 1980 These facts are confirmed by K.S. Latourette (1929 Latourette ( /1975 and A. Gamier. The latter adds (1933 : 66) that the "New Testament, however, was published in an unusual system of Romanisation, and it was thought advisable to publish another edition in character. This was done in the same year 1883, a revised edition being issued in 1904."
As for the Old Testament, we know from the same sources (Broomhall, Gamier) that in 1885, the British & Foreign Bible Society had promised to bear the expense of the production of the Old Testament in character. Of this work, Genesis and Exodus were translated by the Rev. C. Piton, and published in 1886, and later the Old Testament was completed by Mr. Otto Schultze.
More details about each version are available in our list (see note 1).
1.2. The process of translation and revision.
The part of native Hakkas
From the various sources quoted above, we know about the translators: Lechler, Piton, Kong Fat-Hn etc. Usually the translation work was team-work, the first draft written by the translator in charge being revised by other specialists like Lechler. The names of Kong Fat-lin (also known as Kong Ayoun) and Li Shin-en, among the translators and revisors, prove that native Hakka speakers took an active part in the translation in the 1870' s and 1880's when the core of the translation of the New Testament was completed.
We also know now from Lutz & Lutz (1998 : 58) "the demand for the portions of Holy Scriptures published in character (Hakka) colloquial has been hitherto (up to 1888) very small. From this I conclude that the Chinese have no liking for it. I believe that this method of writing has no great future, since it neither takes away the difficulty of the character system, nor offers the advantages of the Roman letter. Still the character colloquial may be of use to the candidates for baptism who in their youth have learned character for some years without having attained an understanding of the classical style" (p. 84).
The master-mind of the translation into Chinese character was Piton, one of those who advocated the respect of traditional Chinese culture and an education that did not cut the Chinese pupils from their roots (see his biographical notice in the Appendix). Lutz and Lutz (1998 : 234) quote the following extract of Piton's correspondence, dated 1882, who comments on the shift from Lepsius to Chinese characters: "After nearly twenty years of much effort and a great amount of money spent in this direction [use of Lepsius], we have been somewhat disappointed at the results attained. Grown up people could not as a rule be induced to use the romanized method, and even those who have gone through our schools, though they often employ that system for writing letters to each other, still they do not read the New Testament in romanized if they read it at all, preferring to use the Wen-li version, which they have been instructed to use when in school, but which nevertheless most of them understand but imperfectly..." We have tried to write the Hakka colloquial with Chinese characters...; it [Hakka] includes a large number of words for which there exist no characters at all. But this difficulty has now been overcome. We have taken from the bendi colloquial a number of unauthorized characters which have already become more or less familiar by being used in publications in the latter; for other sounds we have used characters which are read in the same or a similar way, only adding sometimes the character "mouth" on its left...
As for the Chinese preachers ordained in Basel, Lutz and Lutz (1998 : 30, 231-232) "An edition of the Hakka New Testament in character was published in 1883. It appears to follow the Romanized editions, but is not rigidly conformed to them. It also is disfigured by the use of characters to represent sounds without regard to meaning, such as the following: pan (^ ) to flee, used in the sense of give, and as a sign of the passive. yu ( |Ê| ) [sic] a monkey, used in the sense of you or thou.
[N.B. i^, is probably a mistake for Щ, C.L.] yai (M ) a precipice, used in the sense of I. tang (fjfi ) a beam, used in the sense of midst. te«(9u) a helmet, used as a sign of the plural after pronouns. Notwithstanding blemishes of this kind, which seem inseparable from the character colloquials, this version is found of considerable use in the Hakka missions." Thus, to solve the problem of colloquial dialect words without characters, the use of characters of a simmilar pronounciation (with or without the character "mouth" on the left, that denotes they are used for their phonetic value) is typical of the early versions. For instance the character for "house" ^ preceded by the character "mouth" P , denotes the morpheme "his/her" (kia yinping [high level tone]) of similar pronunciation. These characters were coined by the Basel Mission staff, and likely appeared as quite transparent to local readers.
On the contrary, the revised 1906 version adopted a set of characters borrowed either from Wenli (i.e. Classical Chinese), Mandarin or from Cantonese, which made it easier to read for an outsider, but more opaque as to the phonetic shape of dialectal lexicon. This shift to more usual characters may be explained also by practical printing reasons: the British and Foreign Bible Society had accepted to bear the expense of printing, and it was obviously easier to use standard characters than the very peculiar dialectal characters used only in Hakka. The first versions of the Chinese character editions were printed from woodblocks in Canton apparently, whereas the 1906 revised version, as well as the later A special diacritic mark (a small circle like those marking tones) is then added to these characters in order to indicate that they are not to be given their normal reading. The characters quoted above are thus used for the Hakka words meaning "I", "you", "his/her", "give/passive marker" and the plural suffix, that is for the meanings they refer to in classical Chinese. In earlier character versions, these words were written respectively as M or Ц , i §| , Щ. , Щ-( Щ-) and 9ÍB , that is using characters with a similar pronounciation or coining new ones with the addition on the left of the character for "mouth".
The use of characters originately devised for Cantonese was also frequent, for the third person pronoun J[h ("he/she") or the negation P §, for instance.
Corresponding romanized and Chinese character versions
It took me some time before I could find romanized versions that seem to correspond to the texts in Chinese characters.
The comparison between character versions and romanized versions has to be made for each of the portions translated, as the revision process was made portion by portion. A preliminary comparison showed that the 1881-1883 character version of the New Testament seems to correspond to the last Lepsius versions dated 1892-96.
As for the syntactic variations between the various versions, although we often find various wordings that translate the same sentence both in the romanized and in the character versions, a first look gives the feeling of a rather homogeneous état de langue, which a thorough comparison will either confirm or infirm. As a first step one must determine how many different versions exist for a same portion of the Bible, before working out the nature and the extent of these differences. Quite a painstaking task! 2. THE LINGUISTIC VALUE OF THE BASEL MATERIAL 2.1. Early appraisals from various scholars H. Vômel (born 1878 in Prussia) wrote one of the first scientific works on Hakka phonology (1914) . Sent to the Hakka field as a missionary for the Basel Mission from 1901 to 1911, he presented a thesis on the Hakka dialect at Leipzig University. Vômel gives a short list of the Basel Mission's translations and comments on the language they reflect.
In his "Elements of Hakka Dialectology" (1967 : 310-11), Yang Fu-mien comments the contributions of Basel missionaries:
"In 1847, in response to an appeal by the Rev. K.F.A. Giizlaff, the Barmen and Basel Missionary Society sent out three missionaries to Hong Kong. Two of them, the Swede Theodore Hamberg, and the German Rudolph Lechler, learned the Hakka dialect. In 1851 Hamberg bought two old houses in Hong Kong and turned them into the church of the Basel Mission, which was the first church using the Hakka dialect for its services. Hamberg also started the compilation of a German and Hakka dictionary. This was completed by Lechler after Hamberg's death (1854) My personal appreciation of these corpora is very high: when I studied some specific grammatical construction in it, such as potential complements, aspect particles, or the use of adverb [tsang] (departing tone) at the end of a sentence with a modal meaning, the data I obtained were always homogeneous, and congruent with field data or other indépendant sources (see Lamarre 1996 Lamarre , 1997 Lamarre , 2000 . This supposition is confirmed by the area Hakka contributors originate from. Kong Ayun (his family name was £X» Christian name Kong Fat-lin), one of the few Basel Mission's ordained pastors, whose name has been retained as one of the translators of the Bible, is a native of Lilong (Lilang in Mandarin, located in the Sin-on district). From the 1860's, Lilong was the chief educational center of the Basel China Mission, with an elementary and a middle school for boys, a girls' school, and a seminary for preachers and teachers. As for Li Schin-en, the other native translator we know of (also ordained in Basel), he was brought up in Hong Kong. Tai Wunkong, who took part in the translation of the Gospel of Matthew published in 1860, also came from Xin'an district (Lutz and Lutz 1998) .
At the end of the 19th century, after the 1890 General Conference to be more precise, various committees having been established to coordinate the so-called "literary work" (translation and editing work) by the different missions working in a same linguistic field, we find records in the Editorial Report of the British and In the Basel Mission Archives, there are a considerable amount of letters and meeting minutes that will be helpful in unraveling the whole story of the Basel Mission linguistic policy, both in its schools and in its translating work. I hope someone versed both in Hakka phonetics and in 19th century German manuscripts will take up this task. This has been done partly by Lutz and Lutz (1998) , but not for a linguistic purpose.
Internal evidence: a few phonological and grammatical features
Only a thorough analysis of each of the many volumes kept at Basel will allow us to know for sure to what extent this material reflects a homogeneous dialect, to what extent and when it shifted from the Hakka of the Hong Kong area to the Hakka dialect of Meixian, if it ever did. In her study on a Hakka community closely related to the Basel Mission, Constable (1994 : 36) writes that: "According to one man from Shung Him Tong [Щ Щ Ijť ] , he was grateful to the Basel missionaries because they helped create a unified, standardized 'beautiful Hakka church dialect1, drawing from the Baoan and Meixian dialects, so that all Hakka could communicate with one another." Such a koine would of course integrate features from various areas.To give a rough idea of the phonetic features reflected in the Basel Mission material, I used the criteria adopted by Maclver (1905) to distinguish between 3 groups of Hakka dialects, i.e. Huizhou (Fui-chu), Meixian (Ka-yin-chu) and Chaozhou (Ch'au-chu). The Basel Mission material referred to in this preliminary survey is a handy volume dated 1884 (Dialogue for Confirmation ^ШШШШ^^ i=F)» which happens to be written in a combination of Lepsius script and Chinese characters. When the Lamarre С. / Cahiers de Linguistique -Asie Orientale 31 (2002) "... for many years the committees of the principal Missionary Societies have regarded it as an important object to reduce to writing the languages of the nations to which their missionaries have penetrated, and to prepare in all these languages translations of the sacred Scriptures, as well as Christian tracts. This presupposes an accurate and scientific study of those languages, and the preparation of grammars and dictionaries, which, in order to be clearly understood, must be founded upon a comparison of the foreign with the European languages, and upon the latest improvements of linguistic science." (Handbook, p. 5).
The system was based on "physiological", that is articulatory, principles. The "Advertisement" at the beginning of the book includes declarations by various missionary societies which adopted this system as a "standard alphabet" to be used in fields like Africa (we find symbols for clicks in it). Among them are two German-speaking societies which happened later to work among the Guangdong Hakkas, the Basle Evangelical Missionary Society and the Rhine Missionary Society (or "Barmen"). From the 1855 edition I consulted (and the introduction by Lechler to his 1860 translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew), it seems, though, that nothing was designed for the transcription of tones, which were likely devised by Lechler. "Pupils learn to read and write Romanised colloquial well in one year, giving less than half the school hours to the study. To learn to read and write as well in character would require several years, giving all the school hours to it. In Romanized colloquial, after one year's training, the pupils can write short essays and write out lessons in arithmetic and other studies. [...] Romanized colloquial is an aid in schools to learning character [...] ." 3.3. However, when missionaries from other missions (mostly English-speaking), who had in the meantime devised and developed other romanized transcriptions, tried to coordinate their efforts in the Hakka field, the fact that the Lepsius transcription system was not widely used in China became a hindrance. Thus Donald Maclver remarked about the romanization system he adopted in his dictionary (1905) that "The Basel MSS. and the books published by the Basel Mission are according to the standard Alphabet of Lepsius, a very scientific system. It is, however, difficult and expensive to print so much so that all other missions decline to adopt it." (Introduction, 1905 On the contrary, the last Bibles printed in Lepsius script date to the end of the 19th century. All the editions in Lepsius script were printed in Basel, even after the BFBS agreed to bear the expense in 1865, probably for technical reasons. Bibles in Chinese character, which began to be published in 1881, were not printed at Basel but in China, first in Hong Kong and Canton, and later in Shanghai.
In spite of the pressure put on the Basel Missionary Society to give up Lepsius romanization, the Basel Mission's own publications went on using it even in the 20th century: the Abridged German-Hakka dictionary and the Small Grammarbook published in 1909, quite after this recommendation, still use the Lepsius system, as well as other romanized religious books used in the Basel Mission's Churches or Seminaries. Although most of the books in Lepsius were printed in Basel, the Basel China Mission did print Hakka texts in Lepsius Script in China. For instance Heidenbote (a review issued by the Basel Mission) of Feb. 1880 reports the publication in Hong Kong of a new monthly review (Sin -fut Nyet5-pau4), edited by Reusch. They had fonts sent from Europe to print this review in the Lepsius script.
CONCLUSION
In his 1971 article, Pr. Hashimoto advocated whoever would visit the Basel Mission Society to draw up a complete list of its Hakka Bibles, and to ask the director to publish a catalogue of its collection -or at least of the Hakka Collection. When I visited Basel for the first time in September 1996, I felt compelled by his words: fifteen years have passed now since Pr. Hashimoto left us... There is still much to be done before a full catalogue may be published, but I hope this short introduction (which is completed by a tentative list of the Bibles and other documents in Hakka kept in the Basel Mission Library, see the Cahiers' web site) will be a first step to realize Pr. Hashimoto's wishes. As for "the earliest systematic grammar of Hakka ever written", thanks to the help of Dr. Hilary Chappell (La Trobe University, Australia) who has just completed the translation of the German text into English, I hope we will soon be able to publish an English version including a character transcription and English gloss of the examples. "Theodore Hamberg, a native of Sweden, was remarkably gifted with vocal power, which was developed in his early days. Being ordained to the ministry of the Gospel, he was sent to China as a missionary, by the Ev.MS at Basle, to labour in connection with the Chinese Missionary Union under the direction of Dr. Gutzlaff. He left Europe in company with the Rev. R. Lechler about the end of 1846, and reached Hong Kong on March 19th, 1847. Being appointed to the eastern part of Kwangtung province as his sphere, he early began to itinerate with the native preachers, but met with some opposition from the authorities at the outset. When Dr. Gutzlaff left for Europe in September, 1849, Mr. Hamberg took charge of the Chinese Union; but on discovering the impositions that were practised, he gave up all connection with it. He spent a good deal of time at Pukak [^^ ]» Fungfo and Lilong among the Hakkas, a race of Chinese settlers in the Eastern part of the province, and was the first missionary to learn their dialect. He was elected a delegate for Hong Kong to the Committee for translating the Old Testament, which met at Shanghae in 1850, but never went to take his place there. In 1852, he was married at Hong Kong, and returned to his station at Pukak, where he remained till the spring of 1854, but was then induced to go to Hong Kong on account of his health, and there he died on May 13th. Chinese (Lutz and Lutz 1998 : 68) . According to Lutz & Lutz (1998 : 206) , converts were expected to forsake the Confucian classics and their doctrines, but Dai, although he was willing to admit the 
